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ADIDAS MAKES PLASTIC FOOTWEAR
(NO, NOT CROCS)

 
In November, Adidas and Parley dropped the 
Ultraboost Uncaged Parley edition – high 
performance footwear made from 95% Parley 
Ocean Plastics, 5% recycled polyester and “laced 
with intentions of a better tomorrow” (instagram.
com/adidasau). Adidas has committed to 
supporting Parley (a community/cause/platform 
where creators/thinkers/leaders come together 
to address major threats towards our oceans) 
through communication, education, R&D, action 
and eco-innovation. For now, the goal is one 
million pairs made from 11 million plastic bottles 
by the end of 2017, but this is just the beginning… 
we’re told to watch this space: #adidasparley

LEVI STRAUSS IS MAKING 
NEW JEANS

 FROM OLD JEANS

PATAGONIA RAISED $10 MILLION FOR 
THE ENVIRONMENT

Not familiar with Black Friday or Patagonia? 
One word: ‘merica. Black Friday is the day 
after Thanksgiving where retailers offer special 
discounts (think Boxing Day sales but with 
eye-gouging, stampedes and excess 
consumerism at its most attractive) – it nabbed 
a whopping $5.27 billion last year. Outdoor 
apparel retailer Patagonia pledged to donate 
100% of its Black Friday sales to organisations 
working to protect our air, water and soil for 
future generations. But things took a serious 
turn when its projected $2 million in sales 
reached $10 million! The company offloaded it 
all, and on top of that already donates 1% of its 
daily revenue to environmental organisations.

Levi Strauss has already wracked up 
some serious greenie points with its water 
conservation efforts (Google “Water<Less 
Jeans”), and has now partnered with Evrnu (say 
it out loud, it’ll make sense) to create the world’s 
first jeans made with more than 50% post-
consumer cotton using some pretty incredible 
technology. Evrnu, a Seattle-based company, 
purifies cotton garment waste, converts it to a 
pulp and spins it into a fresh new fibre to create 
premium textiles. The prototype (a pair of the 
511 jeans) has now been developed using five 
second-hand cotton t-shirts and a technique 
that uses 98% less water than virgin-cotton 
products. With textile waste one of our biggest 
landfill headaches, this is a stitch in time we’re 

People come up to us all the time to chat about 

sustainability, and more often than not, they’re 

surprised when the conversation steers away from 

the environment. 

The best quote we’ve come across that truly gets 

to the guts of sustainability is from the Brundtland 

Report, published by the United Nations Commission 

on Environment and Development in 1987:   

“Sustainable development is development 
that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs.”

See, it doesn’t even mention phrases like “green”, 

“eco”, “environmentally-friendly”, all the buzz words 

we’ve become so addicted to using when we talk 

about sustainability. 

While the environment is certainly a huge part of 

building a sustainable future (and those phrases 

have their place in our communication), there 

are two elements missing in most sustainability 

conversations – people and profit.

All people have the right to be able to support 

themselves and their families, and a genuinely 

sustainable community involves everyone having 

the means to do so. Right now, we see this as one 

of the most important goals of the sustainability 

movement, and we can start to achieve this by 

giving our time, our skills and our resources to help 

those who might simply need the chance to step up 

and out of their situation. 

And profit, the controversial one – we’re talking 

about the simple reality that our economy does in 

fact make the world go around. In order to build 

strong, self-sufficient communities, we need to focus 

our energies on what’s fruitful – ethically-minded 

businesses that thrive and create employment, 

products that advance the human race without 

destroying our habitat, security for our next 

generation to live in a world where quality of life is 

not luck of the draw, it comes standard.

With these three elements in mind, we created 

Sustainable Salons Australia – a recycling program 

that generates extra resources used to support the 

local community, all while sending strong messages 

through salon businesses that demonstrate to you, 

the client, why it’s worth investing in what they do.

Our aim always is to educate our industry and 

beyond that sustainability is no longer about 

hugging a tree – it’s about making real, measurable 

change that creates a ripple effect and ultimately 

builds a kick-ass future for our planet and its 

people.

PAUL FRASCA & EWELINA SOROKO
Co-Founders, Sustainable Salons Australia 
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A lock OF Elvis’ hair once sold at an 
auction for $15,000.

In Ancient Rome, women dyed their 

hair blonde with pigeon dung.



It’s safe to say that the human race has quite the addiction to plastic; it’s 
cheap, and its space-age qualities mean we can make it do whatever we 
want, in any colour. We’ve even figured out how to use the new, 
high-tech kind in our car engines. 

Plastic plays a big part in the hair and beauty industries, and is a 
significant portion of what Sustainable Salons Australia collects fortnightly 
from salons. Lucky we have Plastic Forests on our side – an innovative 
company based in Victoria that dry-cleans contaminated plastic waste 
then manufactures it into useful products.

David Hodge, Managing Director of Plastic Forests, is the guru on 
all things plastic, and shares some home truths about our artificial 
obsession.

ARE ALL PLASTICS MADE EQUAL?
In my view, any plastic that can’t be recycled is 
bad plastic! Many plastic films (typically found covering your food) are 
unrecyclable right now because they have different layers of materials all 
bonded together, such as chip packets – these contain an 
aluminium layer that stops moisture getting in to keep them 
fresh. But, there are many environmental changes happening 
globally on this; for example, India has banned multilayer films from 2018, so the 
pressure is now on the plastic industry to come up with polymers that are fit for purpose 
AND can be recycled. I’m also a supporter of banning the single-use plastic bag – these and other 
single-use plastics just end up as litter in the bush, by the side of the road or in our oceans. 

WHAT DO YOU DO WITH THE SALON INDUSTRY’S PLASTIC?
We clean and recycle the plastic shampoo bottles and films and transform them into underground 
cable cover – a thick plastic sheet that is tough enough to stand up to a big digger!

ANY ADVICE TO HELP CURB OUR COLLECTIVE ADDICTION?
Pressure whomever you purchase an item from to reduce the amount of 
packaging they use. But more importantly, make sure that the packaging is 
recyclable when you have finished using it; it’s even better if the packaging 
has been made with recycled content! And pay attention to the plastic 
numbering scheme on products – always steer clear of number 7, it’s not 
recyclable at all. 

WHAT DOES OUR FUTURE RELATIONSHIP WITH PLASTIC
LOOK LIKE?
I believe that the use of plastic will continue growing, but I see increasing 
pressure from governments to ban single-use plastic bags. We’ll also see 
large industries realising that whatever plastic they use will need an ‘end 
of life’ plan – this means developing an understanding of what happens 
to that product and packaging when it has been finished with, and how it 
can be used again, or recycled into the future. 

NO MENTION OF BIO-PLASTICS?
Well, that’s an interesting one. Bio-plastics are made from organic matter such 
as corn starch, cane sugar, milk fats etc., so in order to create these, you end up using 
additional valuable energy and resources in farming. As well as that, these bio-plastics 
often get caught in with the recyclable plastics and end up contaminating them, which 
means the whole lot has to be sent to landfill. Personally, I believe we’re better off 
keeping plastic, plastic and recycling it all.

WHAT’S THE DREAM FOR PLASTIC FORESTS? 
2017 will be an exciting year for us! We move into our new super-site at Albury 
NSW, with the goal of running 24/7 and increasing production to the max. We aim 
to develop a greater range of high value products by 2018 such as garbage bags/bin 
liners for our customers to use, which are made from their own waste plastic films 
that they send to us (stay tuned SSA members!). The big hairy dream is to establish 
our Plastic Forests technology, systems and products around the world… that would 
be a great adventure! 

*For the full report, visit newplasticseconomy.org/report-2017

Collected plastics in the Sustainable Salons Warehouse

TITLE | Enkindle by Shaun McGrath
CREATIVE PROCESS | I try to 

evoke the appearance of a 
behaviour such as movement or flight 

by creating that ripple in the fabric.
MEDIUM | Plastics – a melted Sustainable 

Salons Australia purple bin
 + its plastic contents

SIZE | 2.83kg, approx. 50cm x 50cm x 40cm
ARTIST’S MESSAGE | Recycle, reuse, rethink.

‘Enkindle’: Photography | Ben Cook bencook.com | Wig art | SSA Creative Ambassador Shaun McGrath, Stevie English Hair | Model Sarah Lorimer (Cover) Harrison Sansom (This Page)



“It’s amazing what we can do in the hairdressing industry 
when we are educated!” That gem from SSA’s Paul Frasca. And 
that’s how we feel about the sustainability message, especially 
when it comes to the next generation – creating great solutions 
are only good if we’re empowering Earth’s future caretakers.

With this is mind, SSA partnered with TAFE NSW – Sydney 
TAFE to produce The S Event – more than 300 industry 
professionals were part of the first Australian event designed to 
educate on sustainability in the hairdressing industry. 

There was some #WasteToWigs creativity, tips on saving 
energy and money, TAFE NSW - Sydney TAFE shared its 
initiatives for the next wave of hairdressing professionals 
and SSA unveiled the amazing impact its salon members are 
already having on the environment and the local community.  

Guests were invited to donate to Rough Threads – a social 
change charity close to TAFE NSW – Sydney TAFE, SSA and 
advocate Brett McKinnon from The Murphy Gozzard Hair 
Community. $11,574.90 was pledged – enough to cover event 
logistics until mid 2018 and positively impact more than 2,500 
people in need.

If the whole 3D printing concept already stretches your grey 
matter, then this one will blow your mind. Apis Cor, a start-up 
based in San Francisco, has become the first company to develop 
a mobile construction 3D printer that’s capable of printing a whole 
building on site. And they’ve recently done just that, in 24 hours.

The first house printed using this technology has been built in a 
little town near Moscow called Stupino. Construction took place 
at the company’s test facility, where they printed the whole house 
including self-bearing walls and partitions, measuring 38m2, in 
less than a day. 

Design of the single-story residence is a little unique – it was 
selected specifically to demonstrate the flexibility of the equipment 
and the various forms it can create. So basically it can build you 
a house in any shape you desire, including the traditional square 
variety.

And if that wasn’t hardcore enough, the printer pushed through 
a cold Russian winter, adding to the complexities of the project. 
However, the concrete mixture (the ink, if you will) is only 
workable in temperatures above 5 degrees Celsius, so a thermo-
controlled tent was erected over the workspace to keep things 
motoring along.

Apis Cor may be kicking goals when it comes to sustainable 
construction and technology, but at its core the company is 
driven by a single, humanitarian vision. “We are people. Engineers, 
managers, builders and inventors sharing one common idea – to 
change the construction industry so that millions of people will 
have an opportunity to improve their living conditions.”

If pedal power is not your thing, but you’re still keen to cut down 
on your carbon emissions, then the Fonzarelli is going to make 
your day. Australia’s first electric scooter, this guy is an agile 
machine with a super-compact battery pack that you can charge 
anywhere. And the best bit? Zero emissions. Zilch. 

Created in Sydney by Michelle Nazzari (equal parts engineer and 
environmental enthusiast), the mission for Fonzarelli was simple 
– no petrol ever; 100% emission free personal transport. And – 
something for the complete environmental show-off – you could 
sign up with a renewable energy provider or go solar to make 
your transport footprint non-existent. 

The compact batteries and chargers are portable, so you can 
basically charge your scooter like you charge your iPhone – it 
just removes from the bike and plugs in to any standard 240v 
outlet. One battery will get you 50km, and this feisty little machine 
reaches a top speed of 80km per hour, so you won’t have to 
endure the public torture of being that guy everyone gets stuck 
behind. 

P h o t o s  s u p p l i e d  b y  Fo n z a re l l i . P h o t o :  hy p e r l o o p - o n e. c o m

Eco-tech hero/guru/futurist Elon Musk is at it again. This time, 
he’s bringing us a low-flying means of transport that promises 
airline speeds for the price of a bus ticket. And it’s tipped to be 
ready to go by 2021. 

The Hyperloop is being described as broadband for transportation 
– engineers have developed a custom electric motor that 
accelerates and decelerates a levitated pod through a low 
pressure tube. This means the vehicle will glide silently for miles 
with no turbulence. Cast your mind back to the Pneumatic tubes 
that were popular in department stores and banks way back in 
the day (kids, you can just Google it), it’s a little like this, but with 
some very schmick new technology applied. 

However, the beauty is not only in the technology, but also in 
the conservation of one precious resource – the Hyperloop is in 
the business of selling time. There will be no control towers, no 
need for passengers to pre-book a ticket or a vegetarian meal, 
or arrive hours before take off. Just turn up, buy a ticket, pass 
through security, board, glide to your destination. When cities 
become metro stops, imagine the possibilities for growth and 
development!

And of course, there’s the huge environmental plus. No need for 
enormous aircraft guzzling up fossil fuels!

The Hyperloop operation is now made up of 200 engineers, 
welders, machinists, designers and builders on three campuses 
in LA and Nevada. They’re currently testing the full system and 
developing routes in five countries; by 2020 the goal is to move 
cargo, and in 2021, they’ll be boarding humans.

(Hey SSA salon members! Did you know we have a 
Fonzarelli Scooter available for purchase with points in 
the Rewards Shop? Start saving up your points and get 
your personalised plates ready… we can’t wait to see one 
of these snapped up!)

P h o t o :  a p i s - c o r. c o m



LOVE IS LOVE & PROTÉGÉ | Hair: Brett Albury, The Murphy Gozzard Hair Community | Photo: Cybele Malinowsk | LOVE IS LOVE | Make-up: Chereine Waddell | Styling: Gemma Harben | PROTÉGÉ | Make-up: Kimberley Forbes, Oneninetynine Management | Styling: Britt Mccamey | Models: Penny Coombs and Emily Green London MGT Group

Brett McKinnon is a change-maker. Not content 
with watching the world go by as it is, Brett sees 
opportunity to build better outcomes in areas 
that most would simply gloss over. A hairdresser 
of 32 years, Brett is a supremely successful salon 
owner together with his partner Brett Albury, and 
it’s the sense of community that filters though 
everything they do that gives The Murphy Gozzard 
Hair Community it’s unique edge. Even their salon 
advertising is a platform for social change! But 
perhaps Brett’s most recognised contribution is 
with local Sydney-based charity, Rough Threads, 
where supported by Sustainable Salons, he leads 
a volunteer team of hairdressers at each event’s 
pop-up salon.

For a peek into what makes the MG heart 
beat, we asked Brett to comment on just a 
few of his passions and projects.

Inspired by heritage and tradition, the Murphy 
Gozzard Hair Community is a team of lifestyle 
artisans that offer a unique combination of artistic 
flair, technical expertise and community spirit, 
creating the ultimate hairdressing experience for 
their much-loved guests.

Our first campaign was with our salon muse 
Penny Coombs who is in her seventies. Penny 
encapsulated everything we wanted to portray 
in our brand – she is incredibly community-
minded, fashion forward, fun and she balances 
superbly her career and family. Then we shot 
myself and two of our team members with our 
mothers. Murphy is my mother’s maiden name 
and Gozzard was my partner Brett Albury’s 
mother’s maiden name – this is our tribute to 
our mothers and how much they have inspired 
us in who we are today. Last year we created 
Protégé; we used Penny again along with model 
and salon guest Emily Green. This was a way 
to highlight that not only do we learn from the 
older generation, but the older generation also 
learns from the youth. And this Valentine’s Day 
we released Love is Love – we captured three 
gay couples that are all guests of MG to highlight 
our stance on equality.

A huge part of our brand philosophy is passing 
things down from generation to generation.  
Unless we look after what we have and practice 
sustainability in our business and at home, we 
won’t have a planet for our future generations. 
I want my son to have the same benefits and 
opportunities that I have been so lucky to 
have, and Sustainable Salons has helped us to 
realise our dreams of creating a sustainable 
business where we can recycle up to 95% of our 
salon waste while making a difference in our 
community. It’s everything that our brand stands 
for and it’s so easy to do.

My friends Carrie Deane and Josh Howard 
are the founders of this community driven 
not-for-profit organisation that hosts free 
events where disadvantaged Australians can 
have access to goods and services that will 
provide them with a more hopeful future and a 
positive sense of self. They approached me one 
day to ask if we’d consider cutting hair at their 
events because they knew that we had done a 
similar thing at Sydney Homeless Connect. We 
loved the whole idea of a community ‘festival’ 
for people going through tough times.
From the first event I was hooked; just the simple 
act of giving someone a haircut and listening 
to them, touching them and giving them back 
some control in their life just for 30 minutes is 
the most powerful and wonderful gift. 
Many of our salon guests also get involved – 
we recently had a call-out for backpacks to 
give out at a Rough Threads event, and so many 
guests brought them in for us to give away… 
many were even brand new; it was thoroughly 
heartwarming.

Protege

Rough Threads Banner

Love is Love



Meet Rebecca Pagnucco – she’s a Masters 
student at the University of Technology 
Sydney (UTS) and Sustainable Salons is 
sponsoring her seriously awesome hair boom 
research. 

Rebecca is studying the effectiveness of hair 
booms as a clean-up resource for oil spills, 
with the ultimate goal that one day these will 
become a commercially viable, sustainable 
option. There are solutions for cleaning up oil 
spills already on the market, such as highly-
effective dispersants and booms made from 
synthetic materials. But, Rebecca’s research 
is poised to answer whether they are as 
environmentally friendly as they are effective, 
and can the hair boom do a much better job 
at both?

She’s all set with a PESA NSW Tertiary 
Institution Study Grant and SSA is supplying 
her with all the hair clippings she could 
possibly ever need. Will the might of the hair 
boom give us a green happily ever after? 
Watch this space… 

Synthetic boom Hair boom

WHY HAIR? 
Hair is the perfect medium that represents the 
human identity. I have woven hair into cloth or 
objects; I’ve stitched it into medals, filled guns 
with hair, used it as lining in a wedding dress, 
funeral suit, bathers and even a boat. It adds 
meaning to what I want to communicate and 
hopefully invites the public to touch and feel. 

WHERE DO YOU SOURCE THE HAIR?
I source hair from family, friends or the public 
– I receive hair in the letterbox at least once a 
month – and of course I always use my own hair. 
Since meeting Paul and Ewelina, I have had the 
pleasure of working with hair that was supplied 
by Sustainable Salons, and we have an ongoing 
project underway for the next two years… but 
that’s a secret for now! 

WHAT KIND OF REACTIONS DO YOU 
RECEIVE? 
People either love my work or hate it. Usually 
from a distance people are drawn to the work, 
and as they come closer and begin to understand 
the material used, they’re often repulsed and 
then attracted by the beauty and detail. Mostly 
I hope my work at least connects us all to our 
surroundings and our past, and from there it’s up 
to the individual. 

Late last year, SSA’s Paul and Ewelina met 
Perth-based artist Olga Cironis in Bondi at 
Sculpture by the Sea, and they discovered 
that her work is challenging this reaction. Olga 
takes discarded hair and weaves and stitches 
it into various art forms in the hope that we’ll 
find it attractive again! Often, Olga finds herself 
creating pieces for those who have lost loved 
ones, using their hair to create small mementos 
that they can wear as jewellery or display on a 
mantelpiece. Here, we find out why she’s giving 
cut hair a new life.

We have a strange relationship with hair – while it’s connected to a head, it’s beautiful and 
stylish, and we’re happy to run our fingers through it. As soon as it’s cut loose, all of  sudden it 
becomes the ‘unclean’. Huh?  Fair enough finding a random hair in your food is one thing, but 
cut hair in general seem to conjure up creepy vibes..



The Green Chair is an industry-first newspaper 
publication dedicated to showcasing and 
promoting the positive impact that the 
Sustainable Salons Australia initiatives and 
its members have on the community and the 
environment. Each issue aims to inspire with 
community-minded, sustainability-focused 
news stories trending in and outside of the 
hairdressing industry. It is distributed quarterly 
to salons Australia-wide.

Sustainable Salons Australia is a comprehensive 
resource recovery program committed to reducing 
the salon’s ecological footprint. We collect up to 95% 
of the salon’s waste and divert it from landfill by 
collaborating on reuse solutions, while rewarding 
the salon and giving back to the community. 

ENQUIRIES
www.sustainablesalons.com.au/contact/ 

@SustainableSalonsAustralia

Printed by Spotpress Pty Ltd, Sydney
Using paper from sustainable sources.

The word “shampoo” comes from the 

Hindi word “champna” which means 

“to knead”

Ever wondered what that elusive 5% waste 
is that Sustainable Salons can’t collect from 
salons? While 95% is a great number, 100% 
waste-free is the dream… and Melbourne salon 
group Rubi Hair has found a way to hit the 
perfect score!

“We are all finding ourselves becoming 
sustainably aware in all areas of our lives,” 
says owner Kaye. “Last year one of my own 
goals came to fruition – that was to have land 
and to grow my own chemical-free food. 
“Composting was the next obvious thing to do, 
and with three salons, that’s a lot of food waste 
that can go back into the earth!”

So, along with purchasing the biodegradable 
gloves from the Sustainable Salons Rewards 
Shop, implementing a composting solution has 
made Rubi Hair a 100% sustainable business. 
Kaye set herself up with the Bokashi compost 
bins (also from the Rewards Shop) in each 
salon that she collects and transports to her 
farm weekly. 

“I’ve become a compost ‘nerd’ – I’m seeing the 
results in the food I am growing! Our staff 
often tell their clients about us being 100% 
sustainable and how much they love being a 
part of it.”

Jenni Tarrant from Bond Hair Religion and her 
band of fabulous followers lead the hairdressing 
industry in its very first Mardi Gras parade. 
Fueled by her passion for marriage equality, 
Jenni set out to gather a team of fellow 
hairdressers to showcase the industry’s support 
and march for a brighter future.

“There were approximately 20 of us from 
Bond Hair Religion, Brad Ngata Hair Direction, 
The Murphy Gozzard Hair Community, Suki 
Hairdressing, Zing Coaching and Toni&Guy 
Newtown,” says Jenni. “And what we lacked in 
numbers for our first effort, we made up for 
in spirit!”

It’s set to be the first of many parades to come 
for the industry, so start organising your glitter 
collection, sketching your couture headpiece 
and finessing your signature dance move now. 

The big hairdressing hearts over at Brisbane 
salon All for Mary are on a mission – enter 
Heart of Mary, the philanthropic platform owner 
Bethany Inez created as a way to gather the 
people around her with the desire and gifts to 
help reach out to those in need.

In 2015, Bethany spent some time in a school in 
Bogor, Indonesia, cutting hair for the kids and 
raising funds for their school. 

“We’ll be returning this April with a team of 
three to donate our skills for a week to provide 
hairdressing services to the expats in Jakarta,” 
says Bethany, “who by paying for their hair 
service, will contribute to those children being 
able to afford an education.” 

Bethany says her team members at All For 
Mary are a big part of helping the wheels turn 
for this special cause. “They come up with ideas 
for fundraising; they donate their time a few 
days a year to spoil women in need with fresh 
new haircuts; they even join us on trips like the 
one we are doing in Indonesia in April.”

Newcastle salon Suki Hairdressing has ditched 
the common retail bag for something a little more 
personalised… and sustainably-minded! 

“We are committed to sourcing better environmental 
practices in all we do at work or when our clients 
take us home,” says owner Sandy Chong.

With this in mind, the salon has introduced organic, 
reusable, ethically-made calico bags for their clients 
to carry home their product purchases. These bags 
will now replace more than 5,000 single-use bags 
per year for the salon! (And call us biased, but 
we’re quite fond of their chosen hashtags, too!) 

A strand of hair is actually 

stronger than copper wire with the 

same diameter.

Real redheads only make up 1% of 

the population. True blondes only 

make up 2% of the population.
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